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By December order had been fully restored  on the
Government side.
* On the Government side it was property rather than
human beings that was destroyed, the people turning es-
pecially to the gutting of churches as a visible sign of the
old * traditional obstacles,' which were revenging them-
selves so drastically in the west and south of Spain. This
was done with extraordinary completeness in the east of
Spain, where the people seemed to slough off their old
religion like a snake ridding itself of its skin. It is not for
a foreigner to hold an opinion upon the survival of real
religious feeling in any part of Spain, but the disappearance
of all its outward forms is striking and cannot be contested.
The Russian parallel is interesting. In 1922 the
Soviet Government was carrying on an * Anti-God
campaign,' but the Moscow churches were open and
crowded, the drosky drivers crossed themselves when
passing ikons in the street. In eastern Spain the Govern-
ment was anxious to have some churches open, mass
was said with every form of official approval in Madrid;
during several months of 1937 the writer never s£w
any evidence of - propaganda aimed against the priests
—except some Nazi anti-clerical papers of peculiar
virulence which somehow found their way to Valencia.
There were few signs of personal feeling against
the religious orders. In one centre near Requena, all
of the monks had returned to civil life* and were work-
ing as craftsmen. In September, 1937, when an exchange
was suggested, the majority refused to go. The nuns,
on the other hand, seemed quite lost in the ordinary
outside world, and were glad to be deported. The
Church was unpopular as landlord, as educational
dictator, as supporter of the old regime, but only in
a few iareas were its representatives attacked, and then

